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ABOUT
US

Ever since we started with
Smarty Pay, there are lot of
experiences and challenges that
bring us the same question as
Smarty Pay, "how can holder aka
investor get benefit from the
token?"

Then the ideas to develop a
GameFi arose. Tokie Farm is a
DeFi game with loads of fun with
classic touch. Players can grow
crops and animal stocks, then
harvest and sell it to earn Tokie.

Smarty Pay presents Tokie, a
GameFi token for gaming,
governed by its own citizen
where they conduct and expand
farming and businesses. 

CLASSIC FUN &
PROFITABLE

tokiefarm.iotokiefarm.io
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Tokie is built on the
infrastructure of blockchain,
decentralized internet and
economy. Tokie open
possibilities for each individual
to build and expand their
farming to create earning.

We want to develop a gaming
experience with DeFi Platform, 
 where players can explore and
purchase series of digital goods,
such as lands, crops, animal,
tools, etc. And develop their
assets.

Tokie encourage player to have
fun and earn.

GOALS &
OBJECTIVE

DEVELOP YOUR ASSETS

tokiefarm.iotokiefarm.io
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Token Name
Tokie

 
Symbol
TOKIE

 
Decimal

9
 

Total Supply
10.000.000.000
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TOKIE
TOKENOMY

tokiefarm.iotokiefarm.io

Seed Round: 3% (300.000.000 Tokie)

Public Round: 9% (900.000.000 Tokie)

Airdrop & Reward: 1% (100.000.000 Tokie)

Marketing: 10% (1.000.000.000 Tokie)

Game Reward: 24% (2.400.000.000 Tokie)

Development: 25% (2.500.000.000 Tokie)

DeFi Reward: 28% (2.800.000.000 Tokie)



Funding Round Price Amount Tokien Allocation
$Tokie

Tokien Allocation
%

(TGE 10% at the round ended, TGE 10% each 14 days after $Tokie launched/IDO/Public Round)

Seed Round $0.00112 USD 300.000 300.000.000 3

Public Round $0.00168 USD 1.500.000 900.000.000 9

(TGE  10% each 14 days)

Listing Rate $0.00287

Initial MC USD 340.000

Listing on PancakeSwap
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Go-To-Market Plan
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POWERFUL
PLATFORM

CREATE & TRADE
The gaming platform will be
powered by Binance blockchain,
where users can connet their
crypto wallet to fully explore and
enjoy the possibilites within the
gaming platform.

Tokie will be the native token
that enable users to purchase,
create, develop and trade. The
title of of ownership will be
available via NFT mechanism.

tokiefarm.iotokiefarm.io
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BRIDGING THE
SPY-VERSE

VISION & POSSIBILITIES
Metaverse with the substructure
of decentralization, Web 3.0
revolution and blockchain will
create an impact on the physical
world and various form of
interactions and how to conduct
business. 

We have a vision to develop our
own metaverse realm to open
for diverse potential and
possibilities. Tokie with its
concept of play to earn gaming
platform is the first step and
bridging to the SPY-verse.

tokiefarm.iotokiefarm.io
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Web 3.0
Blockchain,

DeFi, NFT, DAO

Web 3.0
Web 3.0 represents the next
iteration or phase of the evolution of
the web/internet and poten-tially
could be as disruptive and represent
as big a paradigm shift as Web 2.0
did. Web 3.0 is built upon the core
concepts of decentralization,
openness, and greater user utility.

The start of Web3 could be the
launch of the Bitcoin network. The
decentralized crypto-currency needs
neither banks nor central banks but
represents a peer-to-peer network
based on blockchain technology.
Five years after the launch of the
Bitcoin blockchain, the same
technology was used to develop the
Ethereum blockchain. Ethereum
enables the auto-mation of token-
based trans-actions using smart
contracts.

Today, a variety of applications run
on the Ethereum Blockchain - and on
other blockchains as well. These
include decentralized financial
applications (DeFi) such as Crypto
Lending, where savers provide
liquidity for loans via a DeFi platform
and earn interest in the process.
Smart contracts replace centralized
intermediaries, such as banks,
creating a "trustless "network. By
eliminating intermediaries, the value
chain becomes more efficient and
cheaper.

tokiefarm.iotokiefarm.io
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NFT
Non-fungible tokens ("NFTs") are
another Web3 application. NFTs
represent securitized ownership of a
uniquely identifiable digital asset,
such as ownership of a graphic,
artwork, or domain. As NFTs are
unique, they enable the transparent
documentation of digital property
rights and their automated transfer
without centralized intermediaries.
This is critical for a wide range of
Web3 applications: While it is
irrelevant to users which Bitcoin
they own, originality matters in the
case of a digital property right, for
example, to a piece of land.

The Web3 could also replace
conventional types of companies
with new forms of decision-making.
Decentralized Autonomous Organ-
izations ("DAO") could replace
traditional corporate hierarchies by
replacing centralized ownership with
a governance mechanism based on
tokens. In DAOs, decisions are made
democratically through voting, with
voting rights based on the number
of tokens one owns. 

The employees of a DAO are also
compensated for their work with
tokens. Instead of receiving a salary
set by management, they are
compensated according to their
contribution to the DAO's common
mission with ownership rights in the
DAO. The goal is to create additional
incentives.

Web 3.0
Blockchain,

DeFi, NFT, DAO

source:
www.investopedia.com/web-20-web-30-5208698
www.cryptostudio.com/crypto-abc/web3/

tokiefarm.iotokiefarm.io
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TOKIE 
DEVELOPER TEAM

YANTON WIRAWAN

Experience in e-commerce business since
2017 & also the founder of Smarty Pay
Token. Now he launch Tokie and become
its CEO. Yanton is man with vision and
strategy.

Tokie team consist of professional with
various background, from full stack dev.,
blockchain programmers, ex bankers,
graphic designer, etc.
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